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/EINPresswire.com/ The Battlestar

Galactica Slot game was released at

leading online casinos in December

and offers players a unique new

feature and jackpot bonuses.  

As if the Dark Knight was not a cult

enough game for the year

Microgaming needed to end 2012 with

a bang, and they ensured this would

happen by releasing the Battlestar

Galactica slot game before the year

was out. This slot game is themed

around the highly acclaimed TV Series

Battlestar Galactica and features

characters straight from the show as

symbols and animated entertainment.

Battlestar Galactica slot game is filled

with bonus features and jackpots but

what makes it even better is the three

game modes that transform this from

an ordinary game to an extraordinary

slot game. 

The incorporation of games mode is a

new feature for most slot games and

this actually makes the slot game feel

like it has different levels for players to

enjoy. The modes are triggered

randomly and players will be able to

enjoy all the different features as the

slot game changes from one phase to

the next. Mode 1 is the base game and

this is normal play where all the rules are the same and players can earn wild wins and free spins

http://royal-vegas-casino.com/portfolio/battlestar-galactica/
http://royal-vegas-casino.com/portfolio/battlestar-galactica/


in this mode. Mode 2 is Run mode and her all pays are paid out from left to right and right to left

increasing players chances of winning, when the FTL symbol lands in the middle reel all the royal

symbols will jump over board and be replaced by a random symbol. Mode 3 is Fight mode this is

when the Colonies battle it out with the Cylons and as they fight each explosion will turn symbols

into wilds and double wilds for added bonus winning. 

Another new feature in Battlestar Galactica is that players will be able to work their way up the

ranks from Civilian to the position of Admiral. There are eight ranks in total for players to work

through and with each spin players will move up the ladder. Each time a rank is reached new

footage will be unlocked for players to enjoy and finally a super symbol to help create endless

wins. 

The Battlestar Galactica slot game is a video slot with five reels and a 243 ways to win payline

system. Players can choose coin sizes when betting and place a max bet of 300 credits the max

payout is 1,400,000 credits meaning this is a game you would want to win. The Battlestar

Galactica game is now live at all leading online casinos supplied with Microgaming games

technology.

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/130956961
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